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MATURE OF THK PHGBLEK



A, HISTORY AND CAUSED OF IMPLATIOK

A period in which prices in general are rising is 

spoken of as a period of inflation. Conversely, the term 

deflation applies to a period in which the prices in gen

eral are falling. A key to an understanding of the effects 

of inflation and deflation is in terms of the purchasing 

power of the dollar. In other words, one must realize that 

a dollar is only worth what it will buy. It follows from 

this that a dollar in one period can be compared with a 

dollar in a different period only if there has been no 

significant change in the general level of prices {for a 

change in the general price level necessitates a change in 

the purchasing power of the dollar). If such a change has 

occurred, a comparison of the two periods can be made on 

equal basis only if the change is somehow taken into account, 

we are in the habit of thinking of a dollar as a dollar re

gardless of when it was received or spent, although available 

facts show that there are weaknesses in this assumption.

Although inflation in the United States may be said to 

have begun in earnest about 1915 during the First World War, 

we have had five periods of important price fluctuations 

since 1775* Each of these periods had occurred during or 

following a major war, Between 1774 and 1779 {Revolutionary

---- 1--------

Perry Eason,
ments {American Accounting Association, 1956), p, 7.



War), wholesale prices rose almost threefold. Between 1011 

and 1814 (War of 1312), wholesale prices rose about 50$.

The Civil *<ar (1661-65} saw wholesale prices slightly doubled. 

The wholesale price index more than doubled in the periods 

1915-20 (World war I) and again in 1940-51 (World War II}.

In other words, a 1926 dollar was:

worth $ .52 in 1774 and $1.55 in 1779, 

worth vl«04 in 1011 and &L»54 in lf>14, 

worth $ .61 in 1861 and $1.32 in l£65, 

worth $ .69 in 1915 and $1.54 in 1920, and 

worth $ .7$ in 1940 and $1.60 in 1951.

Ac we saw, each of the major increases in prices since 

1775 has been associated with a war. Although the forecasting 

of future wars is a matter of conjecture, there are some rea

sons for believing that the trend in prices for the near future 

will be upward. Aside from any effects a future war may bring, 

the principle cause of inflation today is the magnitude of 

money income generated in the economy and available for ex

penditures by the people. Wage increases in excess of labor1s 

share of the increased productivity arising from technological 

improvements necessarily result in further spirals of the 

price level. It has been estimated that because depreciation 

is based only on historical costs, a corporation must charge 

its customers $2*06 for each $1.00 excess of current cost over 

original cost. Because of Federal income taxes, a corporation 

would not be able to maintain its productive capacity without
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this charge.-*

Ue are now living in a time threatened with war, and 

are in at least a quasi-war-economy. The present outlook 

seems to indicate deficit spending for war preparation -t the 

threat of depression has, for the most part, disappeared 

and with it has gone the disposition to save, either for 

security or in response to patriotic appeals. These condi- 

tions are tantamount to an inflationary spiral. As prices 

rise, buying, credit, and production increase, plants expand, 

and demand runs high.

In addition to the indications towards higher prices, 

there are at least two forces which tend to prevent any 

great price decline. First, the power of labor unions seem 

to insure that our wage structure will not yield to much re

duction, Second, the government can be expected to try to 

prevent any recession of price levels in an effort to keep 

the Federal debt from rising. Although the forces of labor 

and the government are not likely to outweigh the controlling 

effects of war and peace, the liklihood of any deflationary 

trends are small.^

J
Paul Grady, Studies in ..ccountin,- Theory, ed. W. T. 

Baxter and Sidney DaVi'ciso'n (liomewood, !fll.;Richard D. 
Irwin, Inc., 1962) pp. 218 and 32 1.

4
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ed. Morton Backer 
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. Wilcox, H a r ^ o k . o f  j ^ e j q ^j ^. qun ti ^ Th.ea.rY, 
ker {New YorksPrentice-H&ll, Inc., 1955), p.



3. EFFECTS OF INFLATION

The most important accounting and financial problems 

caused by inflation relate.to non-monetary accounts, such as 

inventories, fixed assets, and depreciation, The monetary 

accounts da have their own particular problems, but they are 

largely minimised in relation to the nonmonetary accounts.

A balance sheet account is monetary if it consists of 

cash or if it represents a claim to, or obligation to pay, 

a fixed sum of money. All other balance sheet accounts are 

nonmonetary. For all practical purposes, monetary revenues 

and expenses are directly comparable at any one time, or for 

a short period, without any conversion or adjustment. This 

is due to the nature of the accounts in that they are nec-
5

ess&rily expressed in current dollars.

Hie distinction between monetary and nonmonetary accounts 

is generally clear, although there are a few borderline cases. 

In general, the principle balance sheet accounts can be clas

sified as follows:0

5
Ralph C. Jones, i.ffects of Price-Level Changes on 

Business Income. Capital',' and Taxes' 'TAmerlcan TccountlnE 
Association, 1950}’, p.' l'6. ~

6
Jones, Effects of Price-Level Changes..... p. 9.



I ,onetary

Current

Cash

Eeceivables 

Marketable securities 

Current liabilities

Koncurrent 

Long-term investments In bonds 

and preferred stocks 

Long-term liabilities 

Preferred stock

Ilonaonetary

Inventories fixed assets, particularly

plant and equipment and 

related depreciation als* 

lowances

What is the effect of Inflation on accounting? A 

financial record will be consistent as long as the purchasing 

power of the dollar is reasonably stable# However, in times 

of inflation, the account figures become distorted by the 

shifting value of the dollar. The principal point is this: 

the dollar is not a constant or consistent measuring unit. 

Consequently, the dollars of different years represent differ

ent amounts of commodities and services as expressed in the 

general price level and/or the purchasing power of the dollar. 

The accounts of most businesses contain dollars reflecting
7

transactions in both the current period and in past periods.'

?
Carmen G, Olough, i^.Uca.1 

-tandards (New York: American institute of Certified Public 
Accountants, 1957), p. 240.



For example, the charges for the depreciation, depletion, 

and amortisation of fixed assets, as well as the valuation 

of investments, are calculated on the basis of original 

(historical) costs and are therefore expressed in past 

dollars. On the other hand, gross and net income, dividends, 

and most other financial it eras are measures in the current 

dollars of the day.

The income statement figure® lack comparability because 

of the failure of depreciation and other similiar costs to 

reflect the current price level* As a result, the reported 

net income figure loses some of its significance because costs 

of the nature of those mentioned above are not comparable, 

iiisillarly, the balance sheet suffers from a lack of comparabil

ity of various items♦ Cash, receivables, and unpaid liabil

ities are expressed in current dollars, but inventories and 

fixed assets, especially plant and equipment, are collections 

of non-comparable items for they most always consist of 

various past-period dollars. As a result, the purchasing*
g

power gains and losses are undisclosed.

Generally speaking, inflation results in losses that may 

be characterised as either recoverable or unrecoverable. Un

recoverable losses are those produced oy the decline in the 

purchasing power of the dollar. In a business enterprise, 

this applies to the working capital, or excess of current

----- 3-------- -
Mason, p. 11.



assets over current liabilities. An example of this exists

when it takes 4105 to purchase at year's end what £100 would

have purchased at the beginning of the period. It is obvious,

therefore, that an unrecoverable loss of a part of the working
o

capital exists at the close of the period.

Similiarly, there are losses which take place in assets 

that are used during a long period of tide. The losses are, 

in a sense, recoverable in that the value of the property in

to
terns of current dollars increases. For example, property 

costing -100 at the beginning of the period could have a 

value of $105 at year*s end {assuming a 5# Inflationary in

crease during the period).

To pursue this further, the general nature of the dif

ficulty can be seen in the accounting for assets* When assets 

are purchased, they are normally recorded on the basis of the 

actual money cost on that particular date. If an inflationary 

rise in the price level occurs, subsequent transactions re

lating to these assets will be recorded in terms of the de

preciated dollar.

This problem has many facets. One facet concerns the 

depreciation of fixed assets. In times of high prices fixed 

assets must be replaced at costs considerably higher than the

----- ^----------
Anson Herrick, "Inflation in Accounting,” The Journal 

of Accountancy, September, I960, p. 52.

ibid. p. 53*
10



book amount of the assets. A second aspect concerns the 

basis of inventory valuation. Just as fixed assets have to 

be replaced when they are used up, so do inventories of goods 

have to be replaced when they are sold. In periods of rising 

prices, the cost of replacing stocks v/ill be greater than the 

cost of the stock replaced.

Because our discussion will be centered around price 

levels and price-level Indexes, it is best that we now de

termine exactly what a price level is* This is best explained 

in tenas of a chart. If the prices of all cosaaodities and 

services for a period of time were charted, it would be pos

sible to observe a general trend even t hough sorae prices rose 

and soae fell raore than others. It is this general trend and 

the resulting average situation at any one point of tirae that 

is called a price level.

In moat cases, a general price level is constructed as 

follows:^1

1, Select certain cora.odities and services to be used in 

the calculation. Obviously, not all coi^odities and services 

can be used and a representative group must be selected.

2, Assign appropriate weights to each co&iaodity and ser

vice used in the calculation,

3, Select a base period or date*

4, Calculate the price of each conauodity and service as 

a percentage of the price at the base period or date. For

n
Mason, pp. 1, 2 and 4*

-9-



example, if the price of an item is v10 at the base date and 

,15 on the date under consideration, the percentage is 150.

We could then say that the cost of this item is 150/i of its 

cost at the base date, or that the purchasing power of the 

dollar has dropped 33 1/3 % (and $1*00 now would be equal to 

only i-.66 2/3 in the base period)#

To show how changes in the price level affect the earn

ings of a company the results of a study that appeared in 

the June I960 issue of Journal of . ccountancy are presented 

below. This study showed the results of the Reece Corporation 

over a ten-year period (1949-59) in which the purchasing 

power of the dollar decreased 17$. (It had decreased 52$ 

since 1939)•

The information for this study was compiled and prepared 

by the Reece Corporation. For seven years, up to 1959, this 

company prepared supplementary statements to accompany their 

regularly audited statements, although the supplementary 

statements were not themselves audited. nlA3 in past years, 

we have converted the Company1a financial statements from 

Historical Dollars (those used in conventional accounting 

and in our reported figures) to Uniform Dollars (defined as 

uniform measuring units when the purchasing power is equal 

to 1959 dollars).i«12

The following information was found to represent in-

---- 12-----
"Price Level Data in an Annual Report.” The Journal. 

of Accountancy. June, I960, p. 22.
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creases in certain areas froa the 1949 level•*"

--------------------- ----------------
* &
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inventories oi^iai__vapltal ^ixed i~assts het__orth

To understand the significance of the d^ta, further 

infomatioo concerning the results aey bo helpful* In re

gard to the inventories, the increase was required to handle 

an increase in the volume on business and & greater diver

sity of product. Although there was a 19$ increase in fixed 

assets after depreciation in historical Dollars, this aaount- 

ed to *5 of l£ decrease when expressed in Unifonu Dollars.

This is particular!* important because it shows that no real 

iprowth in fixed assets occurred although investment in fixed 

assets was substantially nore than the related depreciation 

allowances* Finally, net worth Increased 13*16 per share 

in Historical Dollars* In Uniform dollars, the increase was 

- >&*$$ per share* The v4*ol difference "represents the erosion 

of capital caused by a 17,; loss of purchasing, power of the 

dollar and the necessity to provide reserves in excess of 

norsal depreciation allowances in order to replace plant

13
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and equipment•*^

This additional information is offered for your con

sideration:^

m S L L  ■icome Data
”H ^ £ r i c a l

Gross income......................... 6,282,000
Depreciation......................... 662,000
Federal and Foreign taxes (as a per
centage of net income before taxes). 51*3/*
Net income........... .............. 767*000
Earnings per share (common) after

treferred dividends.,...............  3*93
arnings retained after dividends... 503,000

Uniform

6,282,000
731,000

55.0^
675.000

3 *44
411.000

C. A CA6L FOii CORRi.CTXOIi

Because the purchasing power of the dollar does vary 

from period to period, many contend that the existing stable 

dollar assumption is false. Because dollars of different 

worth are added and subtracted in the accounts, many feel 

the resulting net income figure and the account balances are 

subject to misunderstanding. The real harm here is that 

statement readers, although usually aware that such prac

tices exist, have a tendency to regard the resulting balances

14
ibid.

15
Ibid.
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as being of current worth. Host accountants also feel that 

difficulty lies in the belief that no major consequences 

will result from ignoring these fluctuations*

Among those items carried in financial statements large

ly on the basis of recorded facts art cash accounts receiv

able, inventory, accounts payable, xiet sales, the cost of 

fixed assets, and the like. The amounts these items are 

carried at are based upon recorded historical transactions. 

They have been recorded in the books of account in exact 

dollar-and-cerit values of a certain time, or over a certain 

period of time. Cf the items listed, fixed assets are of 

importance because the components of it are carried at 

dollars of different value. All other items, excepting in

ventories, are carried at approximately current values.

During periods of fluctuating price levels, the value of 

the dollar varies considerably. As a result the depreciated 

economic (current) values of the various components of fixed 

assets often vary materially from the respective depreciated 

accounting values on the statement date, and the depreciation 

charged to the income statement will consist of dollars of 

different values. Consequently, accounting science may be

inaccurate even though the records have been kept with exact*

. 16 
in0 care.

The discussion now centers around those who would gain 

from changes in accepted accounting procedures. Broadly 

speaking, management, investors, and the government, among

---- w ------

Foulke, pp. 597-S.



others, stand to gain by the use of financial data that has 

been adjusted for changes in the value of the dollar. Be

cause the area covered in the above statement is vast and 

beyond the scope of this paper, the author will merely in

dicate a few of the general ways in which the indicated 

parties could benefit from price-level adjustments.

The providing of better information for management is 

an obvious use of figures adjusted for price-level changes. 

Management needs to know how their companies have been 

affected by changing prices, and they cannot obtain this in

formation merely by knowing how inflation has affected bus

iness in general• Management must be aware if amounts rep

resenting capital recoveries are going to the government 

through taxes or to stockholders by means of dividends. 

Information of this nature is Important in maintaining real 

capital in the short run. More important, it is essential

that such information be available in making Iong*range

17
plans for development and expansion.

For informal reporting, the use of uniform dollars 

would eliminate the misleading nature inherent in reports 

based on historical costs. Although such a procedure nay 

prove confusing, it w u l d  be considered better than mis

leading those who z*ead the reports. Because of the infla

tionary trend today, many companies can present factual

17 '
Jones, hffects of Price-Level Charges..... pp. 137-3.



data Showing rapid progress arid expansion. The effects of 

inflation can reduce these reports to mere illusions of 

growth or expansion at rates which are unrealistic. Re

ports based on current dollars can reveal the real trends 

measured in units of uniform values.

Although it is generally agreed that the most important 

single influence of financial statements In recent years has 

been the decline in the value of the dollar, little has been 

done to reflect this in financial reporting. It is true that 

any change in the official certified statements is an un

likely occurance. However, it is equally true that such 

statements cannot bo correctly interpreted without taking 

into account significant changes in the value of the dollar.

Many feel that it is time for a general agreement on basic

16
methods for making those adjustments.

The fourth consideration, regulation, is concerned 

mainly with public utilities. Utilities, because of the 

nature of their services, are free from direct local competi

tion. It is, therefore, the purpose of regulatory agencies 

to protect the consumers from excessive charges. The rates 

charged must be high enough to attract the necessary capital, 

but not so high as to pi-oduce monopoly profits. If changes 

in the price level are taken into account when the rates are 

set, it i3 believed that the rates and the resultant earnings 

-----------

Ibid.. pp. 145, o, and £.



can be stabilized to provide for adequate returns in infla-

19
tionary or deflationary periods*

Finally, we come to the matter of taxation, Dy not 

going into this matter extensively, the author realises 

that he is excluding an area veiy vital to the problem of 

price-level changes* I do not, however, feel that this 

subject fits precisely into the 3cope that I will outline 

presently. In regard to the taxation problem, the follow

ing state:,ent applies: Recently* there have been winy 

suggestions in the area of "revising the income tax law for 

the purpose of eliminating the tax on real capital recoveries 

which now applies whenever original costs in historical 

dollars are below original costs measured in present-day 

dollars.”20

Although the deficiencies mentioned previously are 

generally recognized today, there are many who recommend 

that no changes be made. The argu^ :<-nta favoring the reten

tion of historical costa run as heavy as those favoring the 

recognition of price level changes in the accounts, l.y 

purpose here is to present the problem as it exists today 

(which I have done), show what has beer, tried in the past to

----- T9--------
Ibid., pp. 155-6.

Ibid., p.. 15$
20



correct it and *what remedies are proposed for the future. 

Finally, 1 will indicate the position held by the American 

Institute of Certified ublic Accounts (AICPA), the Amer

ican Accounting Association (AAA), and &stab«re of the 

accounting profession in general.



V C H A F T E H II *

m ^ D 1 K L  THAT HAVE SEEN TRIED



A. LIK)

In a study by the* Committee on Concepts and standards 

Underlying Corporate Financial Statements of the iraericar. 

Accounting Association in 1953, the Committee reached some 

general conclusions regarding inventory pricing and price 

changes* In their opinion the principal defect of the real

istic flow assumptions of inventory pricing (the realistic 

flow assumptions— fifo, identified cost, etc.— approximate 

the actual physical movement) docs not lie in the snatching 

process as son© believe. Rather, it lies in the commingling 

of dollar data of various purchasing power capacities. The 

result is one of erratically fluctuating profits during 

periods of sharp price movements. This would tend toward 

overstatement.of real profits during periods of general price

increases, and understatement during periods of general

21
price declines.

To soften the impact of taxes:, and to improve the dis

tortion of reported profit figures, there has arisen in re

cent years a movement toward artificial flow assumptions.

Chief among these is the life method of inventory valuation. 

Life, in essence, consists of "assigning to the balance

---- 2 1------
American Accounting Association, Accounting and Repert-

Statements and Supplements (American Accounting Association,
i955i, ?. 39.
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of goods on hand at the end of the year a valuation which

represents the oldest recorded historical costs at which the

22
existing goods could have been purchased.” The effect of 

this is to charge against the revenue of a period the his

torical cost of the goods equal to the quantity purchased 

and the quantity sold during that period. Artifical lifo 

has appealed to some in that it raatches current costs with 

current revenues. This is particularly significant in times 

of changing price levels.

The important thing to remember about lifo is that it 

is not a method of inventory valuation, as in fifo and aver

age cost. Very rarely does it describe the actual flow of 

goods or show the cost of goods actually in the inventory.

It is rather a device for charging the replacement costs of 

goods sold against the revenues from sales. Lifo is equally 

effective in times of stable or unstable prices.

The widespread adaption of lifo in recent years is due 

primarily to inflation and high income taxes. As one author 

stated: ”Lifo may, therefore, be regarded as the business

man’s answer to the problem of price level changes insofar 

as it affects inventories.”̂^ In his opinion, companies who 

adapted lifo early and used it consistently found that their 

cost of goods sold, gross profit, and net income figures were

22
Ibid., pp. 37 and 39*

Jones, Lffects of Price-Level Changes.... p. 128.
23
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more realistic than they would have b ® m  had they continued

to use fifo or average cost nethods*

Lifo, however, doss hove its IJU-JLtations* Of the two

principal objections, the first is that lifo adjusts the

wrong inventory in the wrong direction.* The basic purpose

of lifo is to eliminate inventory profits by us ini; identical

prices for oil* or iaost all, of the opening and closing in*

ventories# To do this, serpents of the closing inventory

are priced at opening Inventory prices* The argu«ent, as

presented, states that since current statements arc* presuo*

ably expressed in current dollars, would it not be better to

do just the reverse of the above# That is, to op ply today*s

price© to the opening inventory rather than yesterday*©

prices to the closing inventory* It is said that such a pro*

cedure would eliminate the discrepancies betv/een lifo and

fifo without i&p&irtng tho lifo effect on incest* • At the

satao tisse, lifo inventories would be stated in current costs*

A second objection to lifo concerns the erratic effects

soiaetines produced by using this nothod* If, for example,

southing were to arise that would necessitate the depletion

of available stocks of goods, inventories once carried at

historical costs would now have to be carried at current

costs* This would distort the book incones of the current

and proceeding periods as well as the trends of inventory
24

pricing*

7 % ---------
Ibid*# p. 129
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To appraise the lifo method, the following point oust
25

be considered:

1, To tlie extent that the general price changes match 

the price changes of goods in the inventory, the resulting 

profit figures would be superior to those attained under the 

realistic flow assumptions of inventory pricing* To the 

extent that they do not, lifo would distort any real gains 

or losses*

2* The inventory valuations resulting from lifo may be

come so far out of date that it would be misleading* For 

this reason, the Committee advocates disclosure of the 

current value of the inventory*

3* By using lifo, management could influence profits 

by expanding or contracting inventory quantities. In ex

treme casesf last minute purchases could be treated as the 

goods sold over the entire period* Intentional depletion 

for the purpose of influencing the profit figure would be 

possible* The Committee, however, doubts that such abuses 

would actually happen although they are possible.

4* In the event of a temporary depletion of lifo inven

tories, net Income for the period would receive the full im

pact of all previously unrecognised gains or losses* Such 

action would be misleading of the current periods perform

ance*

---- --- -----

American Accounting association, Accounting and
p* 129*
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To conclude, The Committee on Concepts and Standards 

Underlying Financial Statements recommends that figures as 

to inventory valuation and r elated operating costs under 

realistic flow assumptions be included whenever lifo inven

tory methods are used. Under these conditions, says the 

Committee, lifo has some usefulness at the present time.

They do recommend that, if and when techniques for reflect

ing in accounting reports the impact of price-level changes

are accepted, lifo should be abandoned. In its place would

26
be a method advocating the realistic flow assumptions.

B. ACCELERATED DEPRECIATION

The Revenue Act of 1954 provided for several liber

alized methods of depreciation. Among them were two methods 

of accelerated depreciation— the declining-b&lance method 

and the sum-of-the-years-digits method. Although it is 

difficult to say why these methods were adopted, two reasons 

stand out* The first was the desire to stimulate and fac

ilitate the investment of funds in plant and equipment* This 

would establish conditions favorable for the continuance of 

the rapid rate of growth in the economy which characterized

23



the postwar years* The second reason gave recognition to

the effects of inflation on the fairness of depreciation

27
charges*

Depreciation, to accountants, deals with the cost of an 

asset and not its value. The objective of depreciation ac

counting is to allocate original asset cost to the accounting 

periods which will benefit from the use of said asset. Be

cause we lack fore-knowledge of future costs and benefits, 

this objective, in its pure form, can never be attained* In

stead, various formalized methods have been developed, each 

one suitable to a different situation*

In general, methods of depreciation are based on three 

major patterns of service value* They are! (1) the level 

series— characterized by compound-Interest methods of de

preciation, (2) the gradually declining series, as evidenced 

by straight line depreciation, and (3) the rapidly declining 

series— characterized by reducing*charge (accelerated) methods, 

Because of the growing recognition of the serious effects 

of inflation on depreciation deductions, the presumption in 

favor of the reducing-charge methods is strong* Under stable 

conditions, the straight line method can be strongly justified 

on theoretical as well as practical methods* The long-term

Jones, Effects of Price-Level Changes*..., p. 128.
27



trend of prices, however, ia still upward as it generally 

has been, and the accelerated methods seem to be more just

ifiable.

It must be pointed out, though, that the reducing-charge 

methods do not compensate for the effects of price level 

changes except to a limited degree. While the prospective 

tax savings are not large when viewed over the whole service 

life of the asset, the immediate tax savings may be fairly 

substantial. This can be especially advantageous to cor

porations undertaking major expansion programs* While such 

methods do produce more realistic figures for net Income, 

they create at the same time an understatement of new capital 

employed.2 *̂

The major depreciation problem today is not the spread

ing of historical dollar costs over succeeding periods, but 

rather the measuring of capital exhaustion costs over those 

periods in real terms, Eeducing-charge methods, or accel

erated depreciation, offer some advantages, but they do not

correct the wide discrepancy between real and nominal capital
30

exhaustion costs.

C. RESERVES



The us© of contingency reserves established by charges

against income would accompolish the purpose of reducing the

reported profits* In the past, such chargee have actually

been cade. This procedure, however* lacks the orderliness,

objectivity, and consistency which may be found in the methods

that were just covered— -lifo inventory costing arid the sjethods

of accelerated depreciation* For these very reason^ the

Committee on Accounting Procedure of the American Institute

of Accountants disapproved of this procedure in Accounting

Research Bulletin 43 (1947)• In practice, this method has
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virtually disappeared*

D. CCtJSEHVATlSi:

Conservatism, as such, is a philosophy or attitude 

rather than an accounting principle* Conservatism results 

in favoring the understatement of assets and current income 

and the overstatement of liabilities and current expenses. 

Inherent in conservatism are such practices as valuing in

ventories at the lower of cost or market, providing for 

losses and not anticipating gains, and carrying property 

at original cost minus depreciation*

---- 51-------
Wilcox, p. 259*



Accounting many years ago was naturally conservative 

since it was essentially on a cash basis. Many companies 

today (especially family-owned ones) keep net assets and 

profits as low as possible for various reason, including 

income tax purposes. Creditors, among others, have gener

ally preferred conservative statements. Lately there has 

been a trend away froa conservative statements# This is 

mainly because of constantly changing stock ownership and

the Shift in interest of creditors to earning power and
32

away from liquidation values.

Conservatism has led to a variety of accounting prac

tices that are considered to be "generally accepted”• Among 

these are the lifo method of inventory costing and the re

cording of accelerated depreciation for income tax purposes 

as compared to the straight line method. Also to be included 

are the practices cf writing off doubtful accounts and estab

lishing provisions for thorn. Conservatism may be seen in the 

inventory valuations of damaged or obsolete merchandise and 

in estimating the useful lives of temporary assets, Similarly, 

there may be a preference for taking extraordinary charges

33
against income and charging extraordinary credits to surplus*

J F
George R, Catlett, c c p . u n t i n r e d .

W* T. Baxter and Sidney Davidson (Horaewooc;, 111.: Richard
D, Irwin, Inc., 1962}, pp, 362-3*

Wilcox, p. 259,
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One principal argument used against the recognising of

changes In the purchasing power of the dollar is that this

would result In an upward restatement of assets* This is

discouraged because of the difficulties encountered in the

1920*s involving appraisal write-ups. Conservative policies

regarding the recording of assets will aid in preventing

34
another trend of that nature*

One area attacking conservatism centers around the 

idea that the lack of recognition of inert ased costs due to 

price level changes has tended to overstate profits. It is 

remembered that the overstatement of profits is in direct 

conflict with the basic idea of conservatism. It is obvious 

therefore, that conservative practices in some instances may 

misrepresent the facts as much as non-conservative ones*

---- --------

Catlett, p, 3$4.
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^ C H A P T E R  I I I  *  

PROPOSALS



A, STABILISED ACCOUNTING

In the period follouing World War I, accountants Lad.
to grapple with the problem of inflation, particularly in
Germany, France, 'and Italy. Henry . Sweeney made a study
of the accounting methods used to maintain real values la
those countries during that period of fluctuating price
levels* To conclude his study, Sweeney wrote a book called
Stabilised Accouirtin/,**

’’Stabilised accounting is a method of converting -values
by means of an index number from cost or depreciated cost to

35current economic values •" This would be done only when the 
general price level has varied at least 5 per cent within the 
period under consideration* In addition, tale would apply 
only when most the asset, liability, and net worth items on 
the books at the close of the period first appeared on the 
books when the gene, al price level was at least 5 per cent 
above or below its position at the end of the period*

To illustrate, assume a balance sheet with only two 
asset items— cash of -750 and fixed assets of $1,000# The 
cash of $750 is already stabilised in the current price 
level, 'Hie fixed asset cost $1,000 when the general index

* ’ Marper'"and Brothers, New York, 1936*
35 Foulke, p, 601,
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was 100, At the end of the current year, the index is 150. 
Consequently, SI,500 is needed to buy as many good© and 
services as the $1,000 could buy when the asset was acquired, 
hence, at the end of the current year, the actual monetary 
outlay of SI,000 must be expressed as $1,500.

The depreciation of 50$ on this asset must also be ex
pressed in current dollars. This is accompolished by taking 
50j» of *1,500 (the adjusted cost). Thus, the charge for de
preciation and the credit for the depreciation reserve both be
come $750. Similarly, the real value item, net wort;:, becomes
stabilised in the price level of the current period. 

The statements would look like this:
Tear of Purchase

Cash
fixed Assets

$ 750

Met Worth $1*750

Current Period (without adjustment)
Cash and fixed Assets (as above)
Allowance for Depreciation (50$ x $1,000) Net Worth (SI,750 minus $500 depreciation) $ 500

SI.750

1.250
O S

Current Period (adjusted)
Cash
Fixed Assets (Si,000 x 150/100) $ 750



Allowance for Depreciation {$Qfr x yi,500) 
Hot Worth* v 750

^Figured as follows sKet Worth in year of purchase 
Minas charge for depreciation 

Balance in historical dollars
Balance adjusted for current dollars:(1,000 x 150/100 $1,500

In tliis tiethod, the use of index numbers to stabilise 
values would be applied to assets, liabilities, and net 
worth, in that order# Vilien completed, the residue of profit 
and loss remaining from the previous accounting periods to 
date would be available. To ascertain this residue, you 
would subtract the total stabilised liabilities from the 
total stabilised assets. This would, result in two kinds of 
surpluses and deficits: realised and unrealized* the net 
amount may be zero, but there may be both a realised surplus 
and unrealised deficit, of the same amount, or vice versa.

Changes in the general price level demonstrate the in
stability of the monetary oeasure on which accounting balances

B* ItlUBX NUMBERS

ibid.. p. 602.



are based. As a general rule, the revenues of a business 
are collectible in reasonably current dollars, and most ex
penses are payable in reasonably current dollars. The prob
lem, therefore arises in the area of expenses that are based 
on historical costs. Under such circumstances, it is con
sidered appropriate to substitute a "real" measure for the 
money measure used. The simplest way to convert a money 
measure into a real measure is thx-ough a general price-level 
index*

The defects in the medium of exchange as a standard of 
value has long been recognised. It is reported that the use 
of index numbers to adjust for the changing value of money 
was implemented in Italy as early as 1?$5. Similiar prac
tices were followed in England from about the beginning of 
the Nineteenth Century. In 1#$7, Alfred Marshall, famed 
British economist, claimed that there wets no way to avoid 
speculation in the employment of capital. He suggested the 
adoption of a unit of value, as opposed to a unit of currency. 
This unit of value would be derived by the use of a price- 
level index,

lio perfectly satisfactory index exists mainly because of 
poor price reporting and inadequate coverage. Since all 
prices do not move together, it is necessary to use an aver-

-----------J S -----------------American Institute of Accountants, Chaâ lnr: Concepts 
of Business Income. Report of Study Group ori Bus'incss 'Income 
Orew York's flieH'Iacmilliai’. Company, 1952.;, p. 53.
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age of the different price movements. The average must be 
weighted, and an additional problem is encountered because
the appropriate weights may change within a measuring period. 
But, for practical purposes, the theoretical imperfections of 
index numbers may be overlooked, and index numbers may be 
used until a more accurate way of measuring price level 
changes is found.

The purpose of restating conventional accounting figures 
by means of a general price-level index is to improve their 
usefulness. By this method, it is hoped that each dollar 
will represent the same amount of general purchasing power, 
and that the resulting financial statements will be stated 
in terms of a uniform or constant value unit of measurement.

The best, or certainly one of the best, of the available 
indexes to be used in converting historical dollars is the 
Consumer Price Index of the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics,
It is possible, however, to construct an index of your own.
The method for doing this was given in Chapter I.

By revising financial statements with the use of an index 
number, the effect of price level changes will be eliminated 
and each item will be stated in dollars of equal purchasing 
power. The results are still based on historical costs ex
cept that these costs have been converted into current dollars.

Sidney S. Alexander, revised by David Solomens, Studies in Accounting Theory, ed; W. T. Baxter and Sidney Davidson (Homewood, Ills Richard D, Irwin, Inc.. 1962), p. 188,
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There should be no weed to change conventional accounting 
procedures, and such practices as inventory valuation, the 
calculation of depreciation, and the recognition of income 
will remain the same.

It is cautioned, however, that such procedures will not 
reflect the replacement costs of assets except by coincidence. 
It is because there is no change in the method to calculating 
depreciation that this is so* The only cost that will be re
covered will be the original cost of the asset {as stated In 
terms of current dollars). In reality, the replacement cost 
of the asset in question m y  be more or less than the current- 
dollar amount of the old asset. This is possible because the 
index used to restate the historical dollars is, in most cases, 
a general index; individual indexes can be more or less than 
the general index* To reflect replacement costs would neces
sitate the using of a variety of special index numbers, one 
for each type of asset owned by the business.^0

To convert historical costs into current costs, the dol
lar of a particular date or period must be selected as a base* 
It is then possible to restate all dollars into units of uni
form purchasing power. One possibility is to take the year 
in which the company was organized and convert the current 
figures to equal the dollars of that year. An alternative 
is to use the base period of the index you are using* A 
commonly used base period is the period 1947-49. All amounts

TpET*1 '
Mason, p. 12*



would then be expressed in dollars of that period.
To illustrate this procedure, I will use figures quoted 

in Ralph C, Jones* book, Case Studies of Four Companies.
The base date for this study was December 1951, &nd the in
dex on that date was 189,1, Kr. Jones used the Consumer 
Price Index in his study and the base period for this index 
at that time was 1935-39, In converting historical costs 
to current values, it is usually assumed that all monetary 
transactions of each year are expressed in average dollars 
of that year.

To find the purchasing power of the dollar for any per
iod, the index for that period is divided into the index for 
the base period (189,1), For example, the purchasing power 
equivalent for a 1940 dollar is 18$,2, This is determined 
by dividing 169.1 by 100,2— the index for 1940, wimiliarly, 
the value of a 1949 dollar expressed in December 1951 terms 
is 112,0 (139,1 divided by the index for 1949 which is 168,3),
this method would be employed for all the historical costs to

i 2determine their December 1951 purchasing power equivalents.
An appropriate closing statement concerning the convert

ing of historical dollars into current prices by use of a 
general price index is found in a pamphlet published by the 
Chase National iiank of New York City, This pamphlet shows the

41
Ibid., pp, 13-14,
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Ralph C, Jones, ^tucies of Four Companies

(American Accounting Association, 1955, pp, 4-5•
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financial trend of operations of the American petroleum
industry from 1934-47. The following exerpt concerns the

43results of such adjustments*
The adjusted figures cannot have precise accuracy, but it is felt that they do reflect in a‘ practical manner a close 
approach to the actual facts, and, therefore, will prove 
useful in indicating what has actually transpired— more 
so, at least, than the unadjusted figures.

C. VALUATION THEORY

In his book, Truth in A ccountinr:.* Kenneth MacEeal 
approached the problem of changing dollar values without the 
use of index numbers. He held that a va3t majority of 
financial statements had to be misleading due to the un
sound principles upon which modern accounting is based, 
his chief concern was that actual current values of many
balance sheet iteias often differ greatly from their book,

44or accounting, values.

£3Blough, p. 241.
*
University of Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia, 1939.

44Foulke, p. 602.
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Because balance sheets do not generally reflect cur
rent economic values, MacNeal developed a new approach to 
be applied each period, liarketable assets should be valued 
et market price in the balance sheet, nomaarketable repro- 
ducable assets should be valued at replacement cost less 
depreciation, and occasional norimarketable, nonreproducable 
assets at original cost. "*This procedure would produce a 
balance sheet wnose fluctuations of net worth (in any period} 
would describe accurately toe net total of all profits and 
losses during that period from whatever source.1n Under such 
a procedure, depreciation would be the difference between 
the asset’s valuation at the end of the present period and 
the asset’s valuation at the end of the proceeding period 
(the opening balance}* Moreover, depreciation based on cur
rent economic values, in contrast to historical costs, would 
tend to recover from current operations sufficient funds to 
replace the physical capital consumed*

D. REPLACEMENT THEORY

During the 1940*s when reported earnings contained in
flationary elements, attention was given to the possibility 
of correcting that influence, Commonly suggested was the
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elimination of inventory appreciation and of inadequate 
depreciation, the latter because it was based on original 
cost basis rather than the current replacement value* The 
amount determined for depreciation would then reflect the 
amount needed to recover the cost of the fixed assets used 
up in the current period at current dollar values* During a 
given year, the inventory inflation plus the Inadequate de
preciation allowances would be used to measure the amount by

45which reported earnings overstate real earnings*
To elaborate further on this, I would first like to dis

cuss the adequacy of the depreciation charges. The propo
nents of conventional accounting hold that to depart from 
actual cost as the basis of matching expenses with income is 
to tamper with the factual date of accounting. The replace
ment cost supporters argue that the historical cost basis is 
not sound because actual costs are Identified with past costs, 
Because it is obvious that the price level has risen, actual 
costs should reflect the present costs of producing revenue 
and not past costs*

What is needed is a method of accounting which will 
charge against income the real current cost of earning that 
Income and avoid, as much as possible, changing the accepted 
basis of preparing the balance sheet. In a period of rising 
costs, profit and loss should be debited with the replacement 
cost of the asset used up, the asset should be credited with

45Harry G, Guthaann, Analysis of financial Statements 
(Englewood Cliffs, N. J,r ^rcntice-lail/ Inc*, 1953), PP* 223-4,
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the historical portion of the expired cost, and a capital
adjustment reserve account would be credited with the excess
of replacement cost over historical cost. This method would
be appropriate for either fixed or current assets,

To illustrate, assume the following;
Machine purchased January 1 for £2,000
Replacement cost on December 31?

Year 1 ^2,500 
Year 2 3,000

Estimated life: two years,
ho scrap value.
Straight line depreciation^

At the end of Year 1, the entry for depreciation is:
Depreciation Expense (1/2 replacement cost) $1*250Asset (1/2 historical cost) 1*000

Capital Adjustment Reserve (difference) 250
For Year 2, depreciation is recorded thus:

Depreciation Expense &L J»C0Asset ' 1,000Capital Adjustment Reserve 500

One objection to this method centers around the fact 
that assets may not be replaced when they wear out, and, if 
they are, they may not be replaced in kind* To a certain 
extent, this objection is defensible on the ground?, that the 
capital represented by the existing assets must be recovered

40David Solomons, Studies in Accounting, fheor r~, ed.
W, T, Baxter and Sidney Davidson (Komewood7 Hi,*: ‘"Richard D, Irwin, Inc., 1962, p. 303.



from the business before a profit can be realized. Further, 
it is not enough that the original outlay be recovered if 
Inflation has reduced the purchasing power of the asset’s 
initial cost. It is the amount of purchaing power that was 
originally invested that oust be recovered. Therefore, to 
charge depreciation on replacement cost is simply a rough 
method of maintaining real capital and not just money capital.

As is evident, this method could be attacked on many 
fronts. The author feels, however, that the purpose of this 
paper does not warrent any further discussion of it. .. y 
purpose has been accompolished by its mere presentation.

To conclude my discussion of the replacement theory, I
should briefly cover the second aspect of it. The statements
to follow are those favoring the replacement cost theory with
regard to inventory valuation. The valuing of an inventory
at a realisable yield is merely an extension of reducing its
value to the lower of cost or market. This is an established
custom and the average accountant Invariably accepts it. It
follows frwia this, therefore, that an accountant should be
equally as willing to mark up an inventory to its realizable
value on the current market. To date, this practice has not

48been accepted.

— W ~ — —
, p. 3̂ )1,

46
Eric L. Kohler, "why hot Retain Historical Cost?," 

.The,...4onrnai of ..ceountaacy. October, 1963, p* 37.
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Business today faces problem caused by high income 
taxes and inflation* ooa,e businessmen would like to have 
accounting theories revised to recognise the Increased cost 
of plant replacements in the determination of results from 
operations. Their argument charging that depreciation should 
provide for asset replacement is based on the economic con
cept of income, as opposed to the existing monetary concept* 
Also, it should be noted that the lifo method of inventory 
valuation is not an entirely satisfactory approach* It is 
believed that the defects of lifo would be lessened if the 
adjustments made were based on price level indexes.**''

To emphasise their point, businessmen claim that al
though profits are high these profits might be called "ac
counting profits”* In the first place, they include realized 
inventory profits. Secondly, the deductions for depreciation 
are estimated on the basis of cost as a recorded fact* The 
depreciated economic value of fixed assets is materially 
greater than the depreciated accounting values* Thus, ac
counting profits are higher than they would be if depreciation

50were calculated on current values.

49
American Institute of Accountants, p* S3*

50
Foulke, p* 598-9.



They argue that the difference between real and nominal 
wages has long been recognized, and it is time that the sane 
distinction be made between the economic income and the mon
etary income of a business enterprise. Before any economic 
incorue can be realized, the economic capital of a business 
must be maintained. Because the stable dollar assumption is 
obviously false, the need for a change is evident. They 
further state that unless the charges to operations for 
things used up are sufficient to replace those things, there 
can be no economic incocie. Consequently, the real capital 
is impaired regardless of what the books show as a monetary 
profit.'*1

There are many different ways of defining a real Income 
concept. Attention here will be focused on two: real econ* 
omic income and real variable income.

Heal economic income of an enterprise is the real value 
(as opposed to the monetary value) of its ending equity minus 
the real value of its beginning equity plus the real value 
of any dividends. Under such conditions, it is possible for 
a firm to show a monetary profit, but have a loss in terms of 
the real value of the dollar. This would raean that although 
equity rose, it rose less than the general price level so

$ r ''"li. A. Finney and Hebert it.. Hiller, Principles of 
Accounting— Intermediate. Fifth edition (Englewood Cliffs, 
lu J.:Prentice-Hall, inc., 1962), pp. 395-6.
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52that its real value declined,
heal variable income depends on net receipts and ex

pectations thereof. An adjustment to the current year’s 
net receipts can be computed and this adjustment would 
involve two components. The first part of the adjustment is 
expressed in money units of the beginning-of-year purchasing 
power# It is the difference between the value of net re
ceipts expected at the beginning of the year and the value 
of these receipts at the end of the year. The second 
element, expressed in end-of-year purchasing power, involves 
the changes in the going value of an enterprise brought about 
by changes in expectations resulting from entrepreneurial 
activity, either part of the adjustment, as well as the 
total adjustment, may be positive or negative. The real 
variable income then, is the sum of the real value of the 
net receipts for the period and the real value of the ad
justment. This adjustment is based on the variation be
tween actual net receipts, and any internally generated

53changes in the going value of the business.

F. jyCEBIGAh ACCUUHT2&G A6J0CIATI0M

3 r — —
Alexander, p. 189#

53j-bld«« p. 190.
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In studying the problem of income fluctuations, the
Committee on Concepts and Standards Underlying Corporate
Financial Statements of the American Accounting Association

5 Lin 1951 considered the following questions
1, Is modification of the conventional accounting 

approach to net income determination to give effect to chang
ing dollar values a desirable development?

2, If so, what methods are appropriate for measuring 
variations and disclosing them in financial reports?

3, If such modification is desirable, how is disclosure
best accompolished?

The conclusions reached by the Committee, followed by
55a general discussion of ther., were:

1. The periodic reports to stockholders prepared by 
management and varified by an independent accountant should, 
at present, continue to reflect historical dollar costs.

2. There is reason to believe that knowledge of the 
effects of price level changes upon the financial position 
and results of operations could be useful if a satisfactory 
method of measurement and disclosure can be developed.

3. The accounting effects of the changing value of the 
dollar should be made the subject of intensive research and

54American Accounting Association, p. 24.
55Ibid.. pp. 24-9.



experimentation. Study as to the problem itself and its 
solution should be made.

4. The adjustments upon financial statements for the 
effects of price fluctuations should be measured in terras of 
the over-all purchasing power of the dollar. Adjustments 
should not be based on either car ent value or replacement 
costs, but rather on changes in the general price level as 
measured by a general price index.

5. All statement items affected by price level changes 
should be adjusted in a consistent manner.

o. Management may properly include in periodic reports 
to stockholders supplementary statements which disclose the 
effects of price level fluctuations upon net income and 
financial position, ouch statements should be reconciled in 
detail with the primary statements, and should be regarded as 
extentions to, or elaborations of, the primary statements 
rather than departures therefrom. Finally, these supple
mentary statements should contain comments and explanations 
concerning the implications and limitations of the adjusted 
data*

The Committee felt that financial statement data ex
pressed in uniform "current” dollars would be useful for 
many purposes. Among these were the appraisal of managerial 
effectiveness in terms of the preservation of the current 
dollar equivalent of invested capital, analysis of earning



power, determination and justification of wage policies, and 
aiding the government in determining long-range policies for 
effective control of the economy, -̂uch statements would also 
serve to create an informed public as to profits, prices, 
wages, etc., and aid management in determining policies with 
respect to pricing, credit, dividends, and expansion, and the 
like. Although the fluctuations of the dollar is a well- 
known fact, the material significance of it as a problem in 
accounting is less attested to. Accurate estimates are dif
ficult, but there is sufficient evidence as to the signifi
cance of the problem to warrant further study.

The use of current values or anticipated replacement 
costs as a basis for valuations would be a departure from re
corded historical costs and would destroy much of the object
ivity of accounting. In contrast, the adjustment of his
torical dollar costs by restating these costs in current 
dollars of equivalent purchasing power as measured by a gen
eral price index would be more acceptable. This method dif
fers from conventional accounting only in that it recognizes 
changes in the amortization of costs and the determination 
of periodic income. Since only past changes are reflected, 
this method is independent of possible future price fluct
uations, either upward or downward.

The most widely urged objection to the use of general 
price indexes as a means of adjustment is their alleged in
accuracy. The Committee believes, however, that the errors



resulting from the use of such an index arc- relatively un
important where substantial changes in the price level are 
involved. The practical limitations to this method arise in 
the area of adjustments for very small changes in the general 
price level arid for adjustments over a very long period of 
time. These practical limitations, in the opinion of the 
Committee, would not invalidate their use.

For want of a better statistic, the Committee feels the 
wholesale price index of the Bureau of Labor Statistics would 
adequately serve for experimental purposes. It is believed 
that a better index could be developed, and would be, if the 
need became apparent. That this, or any other, index provides 
generally acceptable indications of fact is demonstrated by 
their increasing adoption as bases for wage payment contracts. 

The Committee feels that experimentation may demonstrate 
that the effects of price level changes are of sufficient im
portance to merit a more comprehensive treatment. Because of 
this, they advocate revealing the extent of the problem by 
means of supplementary statements. From this, it follows that 
these statements must be prepared on a consistent basis.
Itient in the two supplementary reports— income statement and 
balance sheet— must be adjusted in a similiar manner. Then, 
too, the primary and supplementary statements should be recon
ciled with accompanying comments and explanations.

To conclude, it is the judgement of the Committee that



the time has c o m to give adjusted dollar statements a 
thorough test. These statements should now be supplementary 
to financial statements based on historical cost. The fol
lowing premises should a,ply: (1) A general price index 
should be vised because the supplementary statements are in
tended to restate historical costs to reflect changes in the 
value of the dollar. (2) The adjustments should be compre
hensive in scope to reflect the changes in each item in the 
income statement and balance sheet to the extent appropriate. 
(3) The two supplementary statements should be fully reconcil
ed and accompanied by explanations as to their nature*, use
fulness, and limitations.
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THE PEESLMT POSITION



A* HISTORICAL DOLLhK COSTS

Despite the results of numerous consciexitious studies 
showing many varied, and seemingly sound, methods of pro
viding for price-level adjustments, few persons appear to 
have shown much enthusiasm about adopting any of them. 
According to one author, Carmen G, Blough, this probably 
signifies that businessmen, in general, are not ready to 
adopt an entirely different concept of income than that 
which is already accepted by society— the concept to his- 
torical costs,J

The matching of costs and revenues, which is basic to 
accounting, affects every transaction in which profit and 
loss is determined. To the farmer who sells for $1,500 land 
he bought ten years ago for $1,000, he has made a $500 profit. 
Similiarly, a man who invested $500 in corporate shares and 
sells them for $700 some years later figures that he has made 
a C200 profit. The fact that he may not be able to buy as 
much with the $700 he now has, as compared to what he could 
have purchased with the $500 had he not invested it, does 
not seem to bother him,

-----------------------------5 5 --------------------------------------------Carmen G, Plough, Studies in Accounting Theory, ed.Vv. T. Baxter and Sidney Davidson T^omewood, 111, 'xtichard
D. Irwin, Inc., 1962), p. 309.
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iiaybe these people are vrrongl The most important thing
to theu is that they have made a monetary' profit, although
in reality they may have suffered a purchasing power loss.
As concluded by Mr. Blough, it would take a pretty severe
jolt to shift the thinking of the American public away from

57assuming their dollar as being anything but stable,"
But what is this "stable dollar assumption?” In account

ing, it is assumed that the monetary unit is of constant 
dimensions} that is, that tie purchasing power of the dollar 
remains unchanged. This assumption is followed in spite of 
the very evident fact that the purchasing power of the dollar 
has changed. Although this assumption is contrary to fact, 
the majority of accountants have felt no compulsion to modify 
accounting methods or procedures. The reluctance to make 
allowances for price-level variations is not the result of 
unawareness on the part of the accounting profession. Rather,
it is the belief that these changes have been gradual and are

egnot material enough to invalidate the assumption,'
Many argue, as was previously seen, that conventional 

accounting should be revised to reflect the seemingly evident 
fact that price fluctuations do tend to misstate the economic 
significance of financial statements. It should be re-empha- 
sised here that many balk at changing existing accounting con-

-----------------------------5 7 ---------------------------------------------Ibid.* p. 310.

Finney and filler, p. o23.58
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vent ions, Although fixed assets are generally carried on 
the books at cost, plus improvements and minus depreciation, 
this figure may admittedly be higher or lower than the current

♦  economic value* The practice by which items are carried at
figures v&ich are sometimes different from their true economic 
value is the result of what is known as an accounting con
vention.

The individual items that make up the fixed asset, in
ventory, and other accounts are not appraised separately each 
year. For example, in the case of fixed assets, depreciation 
is taken on each asset and charged to exper.se for that period. 
This depreciation is then deducted from the recorded value of 

^  the asset to which it applies to determine the conventional
value of the asset. To the extent that this is done today,
accounting is said to follow the monetary concept of income.

59In other terras, it is called "dollar accounting.”

Ji. A CASE POE CO&VMiTlGNAL ACCOUNTING

Because I have given what might be considered extensive 
coverage to those who advocate changing existing accounting 
procedures, 1 feel that it is only fair to give some consid
eration to the supporters of conventional accounting. It 
has been my experience to find that the arguments favoring

-----------------Ibid.. p. 626*



conventional accounting arc quite numerous, jgcause most of 
them are self-explanatory, to cover them in detail would be 
unnecessary, I hope that the following list will suffics.
This author does not intend that toe following list be in
clusive of all the arguments favoring present-day accounting,

60but I do feel that I have touched upon the major ones,
1, The prevailing concepts and practices have worked 

well over the years and, as a result, conventional statements 
are now widely used and respected.

2, During most periods, the change in the value of money 
has been so gradual that it does not affect the financial 
statements materially.

3* Although the upward movement of prices has produced 
awareness of the instability of the dollar, people do not seom 
to desire any departure froin historical cost*

4, There is lack of agreement as to the methods by 
which any adjustments could be made*

5, Price-level adjustments would result in numerous 
complications because current dollar adjustments would be 
called for whenever transactions involving asset expendi
tures of different periods are performed,

6, Some accountants contend that there are few histor-

---------------------------- o 5 ---------------------------------------------In this matter, refer to: Finney and I-.iller, pp, 626-S Kohler, pp. 39-40; American Accounting Association, pp. 23-4} 
and George Terborgh, studies in Accounting Theory, ed.k, T, Baxter and Sidney.Davidson "(Homewood , 'ill.: Hichard D,
Irwin, Inc,, 1962), p, 333*



ical dollars in the current statements to begin with. The 
few historical dollars that are in the statements are found 
mostly in the fixed asset group, and management has a tenden
cy to use conservative estimates in determing the useful 
lives of these assets, Amounts in non-depreci&ble assets, of 
course, do not enter into the determination of periodic net 
income*

7, Because of the rapidly changing techniques in pro
duction, a large portion of the fixed assets of a business 
have been recently acquired arid require little or no adjust
ment,

3, Iiaterlal misstatement of assets may result if asset 
values are adjusted by a price-level index. This is possible, 
in many instances, because the difference between historical 
costs and current costs involve more than the change in the 
price level*

9* Changes in accounting procedure would necessitate 
a complete overhaul of the tax system since the stable dollar 
assumption is deeply imbedded in tax policy and practice*

10, A vast body of common and statutory law and legal 
precedent, innumerable contractual and business relationships, 
and many regulatory provisions are presently founded on ex
isting accounting principles. To change conventional account
ing procedures would almost certainly call for a revision of 
numerous statutes and contracts,

11. The effect of asset revaluations might lead to a
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drop in the price of the firms* stock because the stock
holders may fear that the substituted values will lead to 
lower distributable future earnings,

12, Because of the nature of the modern corporation, 
the relationship exising between management and the stock
holders is one of stewardship* One function of accounting 
is to provide a mechanism by which the results of this 
stewardship may be reported. If the financial reports are 
clouded with price-level adjustments, the consequences of 
management’s decisions may be hidden and the accountability 
function hindered.

13* It is the function of accounting to record expen
ditures and related expense items in historical cost dollars. 
Because there are many different ways to adjust these figures, 
adherence to historical cost data is consistent and allows 
the statement readers to adjust the figures as they see fit.

C . STUDY GROUP ON BUSINESS BiCOME

The current approach to the problem, as most accountants 
see it, is reflected in the findings of the following study. 
In 1947, the American Institute of Accountants and the Rocke
feller Foundation jointly financed a project known as the 
Study Group on Business Income, This group, composed of



accountants, lawyers, and economists, devoted a large part 
of its time to the problem of price-level adjustments in 
income determination. The following is a result of that study.

Net gain, the excess of revenues over costs, is ideally 
measured when the standards of comparison are as identical as 
possible* To measure costs in terms of a monetary unit of 
changing purchasing power (historical cost) is favored because 
of its ease of application and wide acceptance. To measure 
costs iii units of equal purchasing power would obviously be 
more useful, but the problem of adopting this concept into 
current prictice arises. The problem of implementation 
arises because eithcsr the amounts stated in the first case 
(historical cost assumption) must be adjusted for changes in 
the price level, or else the replacement costs of what has 
been consumed must be used.

With certain exceptions, such as the use of lifo, the 
past monetary, or historical cost concept, has prevailed as 
the basis of measuring income. This concept is justified 
largely on the view that the monetary unit may be regarded 
as being reasonably stable. The Business Income Study Group 
concluded, therefore, that a change in the accounting pro
cedures to charge operations on any basis other than cost 
should not be undertaken. It was agreed, however, that the 
net income disclosed by conventional methods did make pos-

51 " *
American Institute of Accountants, pp. 103-5.
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sible misleading inference 62

In spite of noted defects, the Study Group agreed that 
the primary statements of income should continue to be made

one step further by stating that supplementary statements
based on units of substantially the same purchasing power
would be significant and useful for many of the purposes that
the present statements are now used* Although the problems
of having both kinds of statements would present difficulties,

63the benefits may be worth the extra effort*

on the bases now commonly accepted. Hie Study Group did go

Herrick, p, 53*
63American Institute of Accountants, p* 105*



*  C H A P T E K V *  

CONCLUSION



At the present time, unifona-dollar figures may be used 
only for managerial purposes and for informal reports to 
stockholders, employees, and for similiar purposes* They are 
not at present acceptable for use in formal reports or for 
income tax purposes* many feel that their most important use 
would be in computing taxable income* Thus far, the govern
ment has refused to recognize for tax purposes any procedure

64not generally accepted for accounting purposes*
In Chapter 9 of Accounting Research Bulletin Kumcer 43, 

the Committee on Accounting i rocedure of the American insti
tute of Certified Public Accountants concluded that no basic 
change in present-day accounting procedures was practicable 
or desirable. The Coiamifctee clearly recognized the impact of 
inflation on accounting and gave its full support to the use 
of supplementary schedules or explanations to disclose the
effects of inflation on the reported balance of financial 

65stateoients. '
It is my opinion that, as a result of inflation, dis

crepancies between the monetary and the real results of bus
iness operations have become obvious. On one point, there 
seems to be unanimous agreement; namely, that during periods 
of significant price level changes, the conventional financial

64
Jones, effects 01 ^Tice-Level Cham-es.*... p. 137

65Grady, p. 319.



statements lose some of their economic significance they 
have during periods of price stability. This is to say that 
during periods of price instability the customary financial 
statements will not satisfy all the needs for economic 
information.

Broadly speaking, there are two courses of action. One 
is to reconcile the amounts and present both the monetary and 
the economic results in one set of statements. The other is 
to prepare supplementary statements to show the economic re
sults of operations and have the conventional statements pre* 
sent the results in historical terras. While the first sugges
tion is preferable, it is also the more difficult, both in 
terms of actual transition ar.d in terms of convincing tl e 
public and the businessmen that it should be done.

Tills leaves us with the second alternative. For anyone 
having access to the detailed figures, preparing supplementary 
statements seems to be a comparatively simple task. It is to 
be emphasized, however, that the adjusted statements are not 
to serve as substitutes for the historical ones. The supple
mented statements merely provide interesting information not 
found in conventional statements, but further evaluation of 
the results is needed before we know how useful that inform
ation may be#
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